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ORATOIRY NUMIBIEIR

word of explanation seems necessary in reference to the orations which appear in

this number of The Exponent.

They

were written in the month of December;
therefore, before the European struggle brought on
our present “state of war.”

All these orations were

delivered in the preliminaries or finals for the “Dr.

D. G. Reilly Prizes for Oratory.”
The Oratory Number is issued to serve as a stimulus to the student-body, to evoke greater interest in

public speaking.

It emphasizes the importance of

English in the composition of the oration, and draws

attention to the importance of effective speaking for
the college graduate who has ambition to be a leader
among men.
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“Defenseless America
Oe
RayMOoOND GorMAN, 719
>

HE passing of the year nineteen hundred and sixteen witnessed one-half of the world engulfed in war, the once
fair land of Europe a huge sepulchre, and man still thirst-

ing for the blood of as fellowman.
epoch of time.

Then came a new

A blithe optimistic year was ushered in on the bleed-

ing world of discord.
But the New Year was not denied a welcome.

It found one spot

still unstained with blood,—a great and glorious nation still enjoying the peace that her mother-¢ountries sacrificed in their lust for
power.
The year nineteen hundred and seventeen beheld the United
States of America still enjoying the blessing of peace, but it also
saw her absolutely unprepared to defend and safeguard that peace.
There is no secret connected with the fact that this country is
defenseless, and has been for years dormant on the preparedness
question. Ever since the legions of Germany battered down the defenses at Liege, your newspapers and weekly reviews have devoted
columns to the subject of Defenseless America and similar topics.
But why this extemporaneous outcry? Because this country’s de-

fenses in comparison with the belligerent nations made its position
a conspicuous one.
A defenseless country is a dangerous ies

less country is fit prey at all times for its enemies.

A defense-

Every year,

every day of its existence brings its destruction nearer.

It cannot

but serve as a stimulus to the covetousness of its jealous neighbors.
Unless it takes defensive measures its dissolution is but a secret of
time.

The United States faces this problem,—your country, the land
of Washington and Lincoln. Are you going to continue in your mad
race for the accumulation of wealth and tamely submit to the con-

quest that must inevitably come?

Are you going to permit your

desire for peace to humble the spirit that has characterized Ameri*Won First Prize of $30 in Gold in the Fifth Annual Contest for the
“Dr. D. G. Reilly Prizes in Oratory,” held April 1, 1917.
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cans for over one hundred years? No! The very atmosphere of this
beautiful country should stimulate your determination to prepare
that you may never feel the oppressive heel of a foreign power.
There is one class of people, enjoying the peace that your coun-

try offers, who rest secure in the belief that the country will find a
defense when trouble threatens. An impracticable and dangerous
hallucination! A battleship cannot be built in a day, and we have

none too many now. A body of volunteer soldiers cannot be equipped
with a rifle and placed on a battle front. Army officers are not trained
over night. Why wait until drawn into a conflict to prepare? The

very existence of a nation should not be trusted to chance.
Then there are others who cling to the antiquated ideas that the

standing army of this republic would prove a match for any invader.
Well, if the odds were not too great, it might.

But do you know

that the entire strength of your noble army is only about twice that —
of the police force of New York City. Think it over, and then ask
yourselves how your liberties and your peace have been safeguarded

thus far.

There’s food for reflection.

But you cannot hope to con-

tinue the gigantic task of guarding your possessions with a mere
handful of men.
A third class of Americans will point with pride to the National
Guard, when asked their view of the country’s position. An example
of Defenseless America was brought forcibly home to you in the

newspaper accounts of the conditions existing at Camp Willis.

Is

a country prepared when her states cannot ‘mobilize 5,000 men without scandalous stories that smack of graft? And your state was
was simply one out of forty-eight in which similar conditions existed.
But some say, “Look at our Navy.” Yes; but consider the coast
line of the United States. If your navy were about twice as large

as it is now, you could say that you were ably defended on the sea.
A bigger, better navy is your only safeguard. Yes; things wént so
far that you have not forgotten that the United States made a contract with a British Company in England, because of the high prices

American patriotic private concerns charged their own United States.
The coast defenses of the United States are said to be the costliest of the world, but they are useless without ammunition.

And

still this government waited until nineteen hundred and seventeen
‘to establish munition works as government property. For three
years, private concerns have been shipping enormous quantities of
shells to the belligerents while their own country had scarcely enough

to hold an enemy at bay for twenty-four hours.

The question of
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ammunition is a most vital one and should be carefully handled in
any preparedness issue.

If you want your country to take her place among the nations of
the world; if you want your property and your peace safely guarded;

if you want to draw your country out of her present state of defenseless lethargy, there is only one course to pursue: you must make
every man a soldier. What this great country needs is a citizen army.

There is not one man in the United States today who would be
found wanting if he were called upon to repel an invader. And those
mothers who feel that they are not raising their boys to be soldiers
would be among the first to give up their sons in the cause of liberty.

This has been the history of the one hundred and forty years of
American existence. It was the spirit of ’76 and it will be the spirit
of 1917 or any other year.
But this is an age of preparation. The days of the volunteer
soldier have passed. The times and method of warfare demand that
‘your soldiers be ready for war in time of peace.
If you persist in relying upon a volunteer system and wait until
the hour of distress to summon the manhood of the country to arms,

you are committing a crime. The raw recruit goes into an inferno
of blood shed and death, handicapped by lack of previous training.
These men are gallant soldiers, but the odds are against them, and
in the face of modern artillery their chance between life and death
leans dangerously toward the latter. Would it not be better for

your fathers, your sons to be prepared for future strife by being
schooled in the art-of war?
America so defenseless.

It is the lack of the training that makes

According to ouf military statistics, about one million youths
reach the military age each year.

If three-fourths of them, at least,

were rigorously trained for a period of twelve months, you would
have better men, physically and morally.

The riffraff that now fills

your prisons would be greatly reduced, and you would have an army
to be proud of, an army that would defend you, an army that would
make hostile nations pause before they infringed upon your rights.

These United States should have an army to be feared, not to be the
butt of crude jokes in many tongues.

Let those utopian peace enthusiasts who are urging the government to disband her new punitive forces and to settle her difficulties
in an international court, take a look at the Republic of China for an

example of a defenseless nation, throwing itself upon the mercy of
a foreign invader.

The fate of your Republic would be no other than
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These pacifiists visionaries are courting an invasion by their

insane love of peace.
There is but one course for this government to follow,—a thorough and immediate preparation.

There can be no middle course.

The feeble attempts and errors of the past must be obliterated by
the hearty co-operation of both executives and citizens.
Your country needs a bigger, better navy; your citizens must

all be soldiers. Your government must have its munition plants
working day and night. You must atone for the neglect of the past.
The United States of America should have millions of soldiers prepared to safeguard her interest,—millions of soldiers, not for conquest, but for protection.
Let us be sane. Peace at any price may smack well to some.
But, let us compromise and agree that we must be ready to fight to
repel invasion. You as citizens of this grand republic are bound by
your love of liberty and justice to condemn the scheming plans of

dangerous hirelings and verbal warriors, and to demand that these
United States be adequately prepared, so that she may always re-

main “The Land of the Free and the Home of the Brave!”
“Soca caoce2
=

/ *Universal Military Training
MAXIMILIAN Von Macu, 719
HE subject, Universal Military Training, is of vital importance, for it concerns the safety and welfare of our nation.
We do not believe in voluntary education. We do not
believe in voluntary taxation. In logic we should not
believe in the equality, in the fairness, in the justice, in the efficiency
of voluntary military service. Manhood service, manhood training,

the equal readiness and liability of the millionaire and the poor man
to render military service to the country in time of need and to be
ready when called,—this is the only true foundation upon which to

build universal military training.
Universal military service should be part of the nation’s system
*Won Second Prize of $20 in Gold in the Fifth Annual Contest for the
“Dr. D. G. Reilly Prizes in Oratory,” held April 1, 1917.
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of education. The life of a nation is constantly endangered from two
sources,—from within and without. Compulsory education is the

governmental expedient devised to protect the nation against dangers
from within. The same expedient should be applied to protect the
nation against dangers from without.
We send children to school. We compel them to go by law.
We keep them there for seven or eight years. For what reason?

To prepare them individually for the economic and moral battle of
life, that their intelligence may be trained to copé with the serious
problems of life.

We include, usually, a training of the body, and

instruction in the laws of health, that the body may be a sound and

dependable vehicle for the intelligence. Of course, we have compulsory education for the benefit of the individual child, but we have

it also for th benefit of the state.

A government such as ours must

rest upon the character of the individual citizen.
It is equally essential that preparation be made for defense
against dangers from without. This defense also must react upon
the character and training of the individual citizen. From the beginning of history a combination of riches and weakness has invited

attack. We need no law to tell us that every able-bodied man should
be ready to fight to save his country.

law of nature.

Self-preservation is the first

This law applies to governments as well as to indi-

viduals. Experience shows, in this and all other countries, that
necessity will dictate compulsory measures in waging a national war.
It is a crime for a state to compel its men to fight without training, to become mere cannon-fodder. Training for war immeasurably
reduces the hazards of war. Universal military training is absolutely
essential, both for the protection of the nation and the safeguarding

of the life of the individual against the risks of war.

The untrained

nation and the untrained individual have the same chance in war
against a trained enemy that is given to an individual, never taught
to swim, who is hurled into the ocean by some unforeseen disaster.

What is the objection to the adoption of universal military training? Conscription? This is not conscription. The difference is fun-

damental.

Conscription waits till war begins, and then forces un-

trained men to face the enemy and at great cost of life to learn the

art of the soldier while under fire. Universal military training, on
the other hand, trains men in times of peace and without the cost ot

bloodshed creates a soldiery that may never be called to war.

Many people confound universal military training with militar-

ism. There is really no connection between manhood service and
militarism. Militarism is the supremacy of force, the contempt for
‘
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the rights of individuals, the aggressive, ruthless and jmmoral intention and purpose behind either organized or unorganized force.

The mob of the reign of terror was militarism.

The oriental des-

potism, where the ruler lops off the head of the subject, is militarism.
There is, however, no connection between this and compulsory training. Universal military training is the foundation for the organization of the physical force of the nation essential to the integrity of
its policy and its territory.
That we invest in this kind of security does not mean, as some

think, that we are going to hasten into war, any more than taking
out fire insurance means that we are about to burn down our home,

or life insurance as a preliminary to suicide.
There are people who are convinced that we shall have peace
only if we stand before the world unarmed, thus proving our desire
to molest no one, and ourselves not to be molested. But I have never
heard one of these advocate abolishing the municipal police system,

imperfect though it be. Neither do I know of any of these persons
i
who would leave their homes unlocked at night.
It has not been volition that has driven the world to compulsory
military training; it has been necessity. Experience has proved that
the demand for numbers in modern war is greater than the voluntary
supply. Wars come speedily. They may turn up over night. We
are facing many dangers at the present time. On one side we are

conflicting with the European powers, and on the other we are being
carefully watched by Japan. We have been, as it were, challenging
her’ by denying entrance to her citizens. Moreover, this small but
powerful nation is in dire need of territory, and her eyes are fixed intently upon the Philippine Islands, which sooner or later will have to
be defended from invasion. We must not leave the burden of war
to the time of war. We must prepare in the form of organization,
provision for supplies, and training of men, in case that war, which
we all fear and dread, but sometimes do not escape, should come upon
us, we will be prepared to make it short, successful and its burden

as light as possible.
We have but to look at Germany as an example of preparedness.
It takes no intelligent person to know in what position that country
would be today were it not for her compulsory military training.
Surrounded by enemies on all sides, she has withstood their attacks.
and is moreover waging the war in the enemy’s territory.
The adoption of universal military training will make men live

true and think true. Such a system will lead to unquestionable better citizenship, reduction of the criminal rate, better people physi-
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cally, and more efficient economically. At all times, however, must
the military power in this nation be subordinate to the civil. We
want no great standing armies to corrupt our ideals, or endanger our
liberties. But there is no trouble about devising a system adequately
to develop the strength of the nation, without in any wise endangering our liberties. ‘Therefore, gentlemen, I believe this system of

Universal Military Training should be adopted in the United States.

“Americanism
E

CLIFFORD STUHLMUELLER, 718

BOUT two months ago, we commemorated the natal days

of two of the most important characters in the history of
these United States. On February 22 we paid homage
to the achievements of the Father of Our Country, and
on February 12, to the memory of its savior. We did not celebrate
these days as a result of a local whim or fancy. The spontaneous
acclamation of a nation never rose from such an humble source. We

paid silent reverence, not because it was a mere conventional act to

do so; we bowed before the altar of patriotic love, not because fate
had ordained it so. The reason lies deeper. We honored these men
because we recognize under what obligations we are to them. We
were but fulfilling these obligations; we were but paying the ener-

mous debt which we owe to the men who helped to work out our

nation’s destiny.
One brought forth a nation; the other died to save the nation.

Both handed down to posterity the richest and the most fertile land
on the face of the globe. They willed us a people strong in mind and

body, noble in form, keen in intellect. They left us a land where liberty never bowed to tyranny, where a despotic heel never crushed

the courage of free people, and where a statue of liberty still stands

to uphold the torch of civil and religious freedom.

They bequeathed

us a country rich in captains of finance, commerce, art and industry,
and a people whose only wish is to live and die as they were born,—
under the flag of a free nation. But, my friends, they left us some-

thing greater, something nobler.

They left us something which is

*Won Third Prize of $10 in Gold in the Fifth Annual Contest for
the
“Dr. D. G. Reilly Prizes in Oratory,” held April 1, 1917.
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not material, which we cannot grasp nor weigh, but the power and

influence of which we certainly can know, feel, and appreciate.
When we read about Washington, we note the many material
benefits that accrued to this country from the very fact that he was
one of its people. When we study the life of Lincoln, we are thankful that he breathed out his martyr’s soul that we might live a re-

united people.

But their names are surrounded by an atmosphere

more pervading, more vitalizing.

By far the greatest benefit is the

one evolved from the immense but indefinable moral influence produced by their deeds and words upon the national character.
Life seems brighter, life seems nobler, because Washington left
a life of luxury and contentment to share the privations of a patriot’s
lot; because he made that perilous voyage across the Delaware; be-

cause he suffered and bled at Valley Forge, when it seemed that the
God of might and mercy had forgotten a lonely people. Yes; we are
far richer because he saw the light, because he found it, and because

he had the moral courage to follow it.
When speaking of Lincoln, we always dwell upon the fact that
by sheer power of will he lifted himself from obscurity to the president’s chair; that he had the conviction that all men are born free
and equal; that four long years of blood never shook his conviction,

and that he died a martyr’s death after he had accomplished his work.
These two great patriots left us the example of truly great men.
They taught us that virtue and power of will are far greater than

fertility of soil; they were living examples of the term, Americanism;
above all, they lived, they fought and they died—Americans. They
left us the legacy, not only of perpetuating their name and glory, but

far more important, they left us the duty of continuing in the admirable precepts which they handed down to posterity. They left us
the clarified model of Americanism; they left us the duty of Ameri-

canism; and they left us the grand power and privilege of living, of
struggling, of fighting,—as Americans.
Americanism, that abstract term which recently has been used
so often, what is it? What is the meaning of the term, Americanism?

Americanism is a question of spirit, conviction and purpose, not
of creed or birthplace. In this term, the material factors are but subordinate factors.

Americanism deals with the will of our nation, and

with the quality and quantity of that will.

As such, it is the essen-

tial factor in the destiny of our nation. Americanism may be succinctly defined as the moral atmosphere, courage, conviction and

purpose of the American people.
American ideal.

Americanism is the shape of the
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Now, when speaking of a national ideal, I refer of course to the
moral side of the question, not to the material. We might have a
land that stretched from the snowy-capped peaks of Alaska to the
tropical shades of Panama, washed by the Atlantic, lapped by the
peaceful, murmuring waves of the Pacific. We might have a coun-

try far richer and more fertile than the one that God has allotted to
us. We might hoard up our resources until it seemed as though
there were no end to America’s wealth, but if we had not a national
ideal, a moral code oi living, what would it all avail us?

Take Turkey, for instance.
tile a country as ours.

We are told that Turkey has as fer-

Her natural resources are as great.

Why has

Turkey not used these resources and accomplished her place under
the sun? The reason is simple and self-evident. She has no national

ideal.
The young Turk is born to sloth. His education in the fundamentals of Christianity is little or none at all. He has no standard of

morality. He prefers to idle his time and not to work; his law is one
of license and not of restraint. He does not think that Turkey so
fair, and naturally so rich, could arise from its moral decadence and
shake off the hands that are so eager to partition it. He loves to
dream of the time when the great Allah will smile down upon his
chosen people and do the work that God has allotted to the man
himself. This son of the Orient will not accept our offer of civilization. In his moral make-up there is no such word as virtue. He:
loves to sing those mystic and sensuous songs of the East beneath

the languor of a waning crescent.
Do you think that it is the love of conquest that causes the

European nations to fight so valiantly?

Remember that you can

purchase the hand, but not the heart. Do you think the mirage of
a fabulous indemnity causes many a shattered and breathless body

to lie on the banks of the Somme and the Marne today? Under each
little cross, beneath each rolling plain of France there lies many a

silent form whose heart will beat no more.

Do you think that the

strings of such a heart were tuned to the song of a material reward?

No; in a struggle like this patriotism tried and true, unflinching and
unalloyed is needed. And this patriotism does not flow from the
love of material reward or conquest; it was not born of material fac-

tors.

No; the factors that brought about such a patriotism were a

moral strength of will, purpose and ,courage. It came from the
depths of a patriotic heart, and this heart was a heart of God and

not a heart of gold.
And this dream of gold is now confronting us.

In the past two
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years there has been an extraordinary influx of gold into this coun-

try.

Wealth never dreamed of has been placed at our disposal. A

moderate wealth, or perhaps we had better term it, a legitimate
wealth, is always a blessing. But an exorbitant wealth, instead of
bringing a blessing, generally carries the curse of extreme haughtiness and moral decadence. History attests to this fact. And that

danger is now confronting us.

This wealth if not used judiciously

is sure to undermine the American will and courage.

If we wish to conceive a national destiny which surpasses the
glories of the past, meets the responsibilities of today and measures

up to the possibilities of the future; a destiny to conserve a Republic
resting securely upon the foundation stone quarried by our fathers
from the mountains of eternal truth ;—if we wish to behold a nation
in which every man is a king, but none dare wear a crown, a country in which every one oi us is given a chance to play his role upon
life’s stage and then fade into oblivion, leaving a light that “shineth

more and more to the perfect day”; if we want America’s name to
be graven among the stars where it rightfully belongs, then we will
have to pay more attention to our heart of God and not to our
hoard of gold.

This is clearly our duty if we wish to attain Americanism.
are indeed getting to rich.

We

There never has been, and there never

will be a nation built upon any other foundation than that of duty,—
first to God and then to man.

synonymous terms.

Duty, religion and patriotism are

And if we wish to be true apostles of Ameri-

canism, we must live and die as God has ordained it; we must live
upright and moral lives; we must have not only amaterial America
but also a moral Pec,

Governments rule by the consent of the governed.

Mark the

word, government rule by the consent of the governed, not by the

power and authority of the governed.

Such administrative bodies

are more than humanly instituted; they are divine. They, as well as
we, owe allegiance first to a God. If we want America to be God’s
chosen country, we must place it under his patronage. In the past
two years of feverish money transactions, we have been looking at
the back of the dollar. Let us turn it around and look at the face,
where we will find something that shines a little brighter—‘In God

We Trust.”
Our heroes of the other days are dead. They saw the candle
spurt life’s brief shadow. They sleep in the land they made free,

under the flag they rendered stainless, beneath the weeping willows,
the lonesome pines, the mournful hemlocks, the embracing vines. They
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slumber in the shadow of the work they consummated, each one on

his tiny couch in that windowless palace of eternity.

They mingle

with the mist; they are at rest.
But they handed down their work to us, and what is more important, they handed down the obligation of continuing that work.

There is no middle path.

‘There is no way of escaping this obliga-

tion, and what is more, we do not care to escape it.

We shall con-

tinue their immortal deeds and admirable precepts.
Some day, we too, will fold ourselves in the robes of darkness
and lie down to sleep our eternal sleep. Then we can dream of a

country, humming

with

industry in the East, shipping nature’s

products through the Golden Gate of the West. Posterity will look
back upon us, the men of this twentieth century. They shall sing

our deeds and chant our praises.

They shall think of us, not as a

single sun in the heavens, but as a myriad of stars, each contributing
its little beam to make this country of ours a little nobler and
a little brighter. They shall not think so much of the gold that we
have amassed, but they shall wonder at and admire our strength of

will, our true spirit of Americanism.

Yes; and they shall not forget

that we turned the dollar over and looked at the other side, that we

were not gold-loving people but God-fearing people.

They shall re-

vere our memory, because we looked up to a God and because our
God smiled down upon us,—the inhabitants of this fair and beautiful America.

/The American Young Man Today
LAWRENCE MonvTanus, 717
ACING New York harbor, stands the noble statue “Lib-

erty Enlightening the World.”

Liberty, the goddess of

the Western World, standing in simple majesty at the

portals of the land, reflects the rays of American thought
and ideals. She is the gift of a great nation which recognized with
commendation the democracy of the United States, on the occasion

of their hundredth birthday.

She is, therefore, the symbolic pro-

tectress and patroness of that civic virtue, for whether the bursting
dawn in rosy splendor illuminates her countenance, or the dying day

gilds her figure, silhouetted on the blue Atlantic, she greets with
equal graciousness prince and peasant.

With dignity and grace she
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holds a flaming torch, the symbol of active, ever-spreading, all-consuming love for one’s native land. She holds it aloft, piercing heaven’s blue, betokening by such a posture that American ambition which
is limited only by the confines of the universe.
Having grown up in the very shadow of this monument, the

present generation has imbibed of the spirit for which it stands. The
draught has been sweet; it has been strengthening; it has been fruitful. It has produced a generation of democratic, ambitious, wideawake patriots who make Columbia the best of lands, and who give

promise that she shall remain the Eden of Earth, the Sun of the
Universe.
First and foremost, the American young man is an all-wool,
dyed-in-the-yarn, shrunk-in-the-bolt democrat, not a Democrat who
predicts the damnation of every Republican, but a firm believer
and upholder of the social axiom,—‘all men are equal.” The significance of this principle permeates his every action, from the gravest
duty to the lightest recreation. He admits distinctions of positions,

but he feels and knows that they are differences of position only,
and not of blood. Does any true American deny rights to a negro
because he is black? To a pauper because he wears rags? Does any

American young man claim hereditary superiority of family over his
brother?

Does he harbor the hope of being a baron or a duke or an

earl? No; he has not lost his mind!

He proclaims everywhere and

to everybody the doctrine that is just now being heard on the battlescarred fields of Europe. He proclaims: “Blood flows through your
veins, Master Newsie, blood flows through yours, Mr. Laborer;
through yours, Mr. Capitalist; and through yours, ye crowned heads;
but it is blood, human blood, and it is all of the same stuff! The
blood of the Minute Men put stripes in Old Glory to prove it, and
the proof is this nation.”
‘* Knowing that whatever position he occupies in life will be a
bed of his own making, what can quench the young man’s ambition

to better his state? Nothing but the nectar of success. “Hitch your
wagon to a star,’ sings the poet; “and ride in it,” chimes young

America. Where is he who is not aiming at the stars, and above the
stars? Who does not wish and does not strive to better his position?
Nobody!

Recall the persistent newsboy who sold you a News or a

Herald last night, even when you did not want it. His ambition is
to sell cash registers, perhaps, in Brazil. Follow the waiter who
served you a few days ago in a restaurant. The morning finds him
hurrying to a class in commercial training; meal-time finds him serving hungry customers; night finds him at books. Hé works when
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he should play; he studies when he should sleep.

Why?

Because

he is ambitious against odds to direct a business of his own. Follow
again with me and gaze at those heroes of night school! With the
labors of the day already on their shoulders, but with the fire of ambition raging within them, they struggle to turn out their handi-

caps and to forge ahead.

They yearn to rise; they must rise; they

shall rise! Ambition is the spirit that lighteneth and quickeneth!
Yes, my friends, and the glory of it is that these are genuine types of
real American young men, whose ambition is to them as the soul is
to a human body,—vivifying and undying.
Ambition, however, does not reign alone. Her retinue is one of
princely retainers,—vivacious, energetic enthusiasts, whose stronghold is the soul of the young American. To convince ourselves that
he has alertness, interest and energy in abundance, let us. cast ourselves into that sea of coilegians who are witnessing a gridiron fray.
How many details of the. newspaper “dope” has escaped them, you
can judge from the conversation. How many fine points of play they
discover, you can ascertain from their conduct. They cheer; they
shout; they yell; they roar; they surge about a lone man on an island

of shoulders; they lash themselves into curious antics in clamorous
excitement. That is the interest and the enthusiasm which athletics
excite today. It may be misdirected, and it may not. But what
would we do without them? How could we let.loose all that youthful vigor that goes tingling up and down limbs and back and arms?
The energy is in us, and that is one way of showing it. With all
their abuses, it is just that spirit which keeps us awake and moving,
gives us snap and vim, and makes Canadians call us the “ ‘sassy’ fel-

lows from the States.”

That energy keeps old Earth a-moving and

makes U. S. A. the liveliest place on earth.
Besides making the young American a most maligned person,

this vivacity is the fountain head of the noblest of civic virtues,—
patriotism.

What is patriotism, if not interest in one’s country?

Young America is interested because it is wide awake. What is
patriotism, if not effort to advance the standing of one’s country?
Young America makes the effort because it has oceans of energy.

What is patriotism, if not willingness to protect the welfare of one’s
country?

Young America is willing, because it can see its best in-

terests interwoven with the integrity of this nation.
* Yes; and woe to the blind invader who has failed “to reckon with
the host!” Wouldn’t you and I fly to arms? * Wouldn’t we charge?
Wouldn’t we eat fire for the Stars and Stripes? Wouldn’t we die

for Old Glory?

Any day in the week!
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To prove it, what are we willing to do? We worship at the
Shrine of Athletics. We love; we idolize competitive games. They
are the solace in scholastic travel; they amuse all, they train some;
they raise us to heights of enthusiasm and inspire deeds of daring.
But we are willing to sacrifice them for Uncle Sam to become guardians for his treasures.

How?

for military training.

Our eastern cousins are doing it to the detri-

By curtailing or substituting athletics

ment of sport, and*when universal training is the word, will not every
college in the land echo back, “aye, aye!”? Are we not justified in
saying that national spirit is not entirely decayed? Does it not show
that the American young man is still fired with some of the spirit

of ’76?
We have set before you a figure of Young America in its prospect,—a statue, as it were, of enduring bronze, standing alone on a
surf-tormented shore. Firmly and squarely it is planted on the rock
of democracy. In ambition it towers erect; in patriotism it rests in

strength; in life and enthusiasm it stands with graceful agility. But
can it resist the shock of angry waves that would dash it down? Let
us sound it.
The foundation is solid, but the superstructure echoes hollow.
Something inside has been gnawing away strength and stability.
What can it be? Nothing more nor less than the insatiable thirst

for pleasure and luxury. Pleasure beckons, and the young man in
his eagerness to follow, topples over the altars on which he had laid
his ideals,—ideals of a generous, frugal, honest, pure manhood. What

calls a young man from duty by day and from home by night? The
pleasure of freedom. What entices him to shirk labor and to squandor his scanty means? ‘The pleasure of temporary luxury. What
lures him daily to theatres, dances and carousals? Pleasure of the
senses. . Whither leads this pandering to a lower, meaner nature?

What is the goal? Gross materiality and the pursuit of trifles. The
sole ambition of some youngmen is to wear fine feathers, to live in
fine houses, to ride in fine cars, to court fine ladies. They wish for
wealth, but not for work.

They are steeped in material thoughts,—

the smallest, meanest, cheapest thoughts that can encumber a soul.
The ennobling aspirations of self-sacrifice or self-denial, parenthood
or celibacy, vocation or avocation,—where are they?

Upona shelf

waiting to be dusted off by a wiser and older generation.

Bubbles

of pleasure, vapors of vanity, tinseled trifles——these attract and satisfy and fill the immature mind.

My friends in what light does the American young man stand
before your

Do his virtues outweigh his vices?

Let Justice step
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forward, holding her unerring balance. We put in the accusations of
light-mindedness, love of pleasure and luxury. Our spirits sink with
the beam. We put in the other side the life, the push, the “go.” The
beam quivers. We add ambition. It oscillates. In exultation we
heap on the gold nuggets of democratic spirit and patriotism. Another triumph of virtue! We expected it; we always felt it. We
never doubted that the American type possessed sterling qualities
that could outweigh base alloy. Yet, what shall we do, what can
~ we do to release so precious a metal, as the American young man,
from the slag which burdens him? He has a golden heart. The
gods have designed him; they used their choicest material in making
him. He merely needs recasting. But what shall be the crucible?
Friends, I think it is at hand, in these days of the world-war,
when danger has fired men with patriotism, has inspired them to.

deeds of valor; when suffering has purified and elevated souls for
deeds of noble sacrifice, when death with all the agents of battle has

brought man nearer to his God; when here at homescarcity. pinches
lean and hungry bodies, teaching the need of greater economy; when
' the breath of Mars already scorches our terrified faces, teaching the
need of unstinting sacrifice. Yes; if the God of Nations finds it best

to try the American Youth in the Crucible of War, the American
Youth will come forth purified, with the dross of human weakness
consumed. Yes; thank ‘God this generation realizes that they must
serve generously in the spirit of the motto of Alma Mater, “For

God and for Country.”
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‘The Irish Rebellion

DANIEL CoLuins, 719

Y friends, the pleasure of knowing your views and opinions concerning the Irish Rebellion of a year ago, is
denied me. Perhaps, some of you, in the care and turmoil of business affairs, have forgotten that there ever
was such a rebellion. Others, owing to the same circumstances, may

have paid it but little attention at the time. Still others may regard
it as a brave, but foolhardy struggle for liberty. Many, may con-
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sider it as a dastardly blow at England’s back in the timeof,that nation’s affliction. But whatever your views, I ask that you hear me
tonight with forbearance and patience, with minds and hearts open
to conviction, while, in an humble way, I endeavor to set forth, with
neither fear nor favor, the righteousness and justice of Ireland’s

cause.
All of us remember that last Easter Monday, while the alleluias
were still echoing throughout our peaceful land, we were startled to

learn that Irishmen,—mark the term, Irish men,—were dying in the
streets of Dublin. “For what?’ we asked ourselves. “They surely cannot hope for freedom.” Some of us expressed our horror at the
deed, denouncing it as a contemptible act of ingratitude and revenge.
The purpose, however, was not liberty, as an independent nation;
and it was not revenge, either. Those brave young Irishmen ware
dying in defense of their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor..
To get at the true causes of the insurrection, we must retrace
our steps somewhat. We havenot sufficient time to review the years
and centuries of oppression and tyranny.

That has nothing to do

directly with the recent uprising,—although that is sufficient for
any uprising. But let us go back to the period just before the present
great European conflict began. You will remember that at that time
there was a great amount of agitation in Ireland, because of the
pending passage of the Home Rule Bill. You will also recollect the
_arming of the Ulster Volunteers, with the intent of forceful resist-

ance to the Home Rule Bill. The British Government then did not
chastise Sir Edward Carson nor the Volunteers; on the contrary, it
showed him and them friendship and favor. But notwithstanding
the warlike preparations of the Ulsterites, the bill became a law. However, it did not immediately go into effect. Then suddenly the European struggle began, and England forgot the Home Rule Act until
nineteen hundred and sixteen. In that year a brave band of Irish-

men called Sinn Feiners, goaded into desperation by the constant
withholding of Home Rule, and Carson’s attitude, reminded Eng-

land of it by force of arms. That rebellion was not a stab in the
back of the British Lion; it was a slap in his face. The Irish were
demanding Home Rule!
But the trouble did not arise entirely from the Home Rule question. There was still another menace to Ireland. That menace was
taxation,—oppressive,

burdensome,

loathsome, unjust!

The

Lion

was about to take a goodly portion of the burden from his back and
put it on that of Ireland.

Twenty-two million pounds sterling of ad-

ditional taxes were to be levied upon the Emerald Isle, already writhing under a heavy burden. But some one says: “Any state or pro-
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vince that is not willing to bear its just portions of taxes is disloyal

to its mother-country. Those taxes were just. They were no heavier
than those in England herself.” We will grant for the sake of argument that this is true.

But did not our forefathers once exclaim:

“Taxation without representation is tyranny.” Is Ireland properly
represented in the British Government? ‘True, she has members in
Parliament; but has she her own home government, as has Canada?

Has she that for which she prays, Home Rule?

When you answer

these questions, will you still maintain that those taxes were just?

Would we, Americans, submit to such a measure if we were deprived
of our State Government? Let us be Americans, and give Ireland,—
and England as well—a square deal.
4
And still another monster stretched out his arms toward Ireland.
Conscription, with gaping jaws and gory arms, reached out for the

young sons of Erin. “Cowards!’ you shout. “Why?” I ask. “Because they refuse to fight for their oppressors? Because they refuse
to be wiped out by a crafty diplomacy?”

judgment until we know facts.

We had better reserve

The Irish people feared, and justly

so, that positions now occupied by young Irishmen would be filled

with English soldiers, returnig from the front. You cannot here
charge Ireland with disloyalty. Australia voted down conscription;
but Ireland, having no such weapon as the ballot, resorted to arms.

The result we know. We know that Sinn Feiners, surrendering with
arms in their hands, were convicted of treason and shot like brutes.
The objection may be raised, that, if the cause was so righteous,

why did only a few Irishmen participate in the rebellion? Why did
not the whole nation arm and resist such measures as are charged

against England? At first glance, the question seems unanswerable.
but the whole affairmay be explained. At Lexington and Concord,
in 1775, only a few colonists met the foe; but after that battle, a

mighty host of American manhood rallied to the standard of freedom. And so it was in Ireland. The Sinn Feiners’ organization
could not, before the battle, supply sufficient arms and munitions to
the people. The people could not procure them, because of the strict
English surveillance. But after the uprising, the Irish nation, though
unarmed, paid glorious tribute to their heroic dead. By word, deed,
and song, they have shown their sympathy with, and their patriotic
love for the Sinn Feiners.

Revolutions have always been judged to a great extent by the
characters of their leaders. If the men at the head of an insurrection
are morally corrupt, the conclusion reached is that the aims and purposes of the revolution are not very uplifting. There is no one who
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will say that the revolt. in Mexico, headed by Francisco Villa, is
highly uplifting, with noble aspirations.

But supposing the men,

who are chosen leaders of a revolt, are upright, honorable, Godfearing,—what then must we think of their.aims? We must perceive
that such men would not, could not further low or base interests.
What one of us is bold enough to arise and cry out that Washington, Adams and Jefferson were leaders of a corrupt party?
It is in this light, then, that we must also regard the Sinn Fein
Rebellion.

Who were its leaders, and what characters did these

commanders possess? We may find among the names of officers of
the Irish Republic, these: Thomas McDonagh, Joseph Plunkett, F.

S. Sheffington, Roger Casement and Patrick H. Pearse. All of these
were young men of the highest honor and noblest ideals.

Listen to

this tribute, by Edward J. O’Brien, of the Boston Transcript, to
Thomas McDonagh: “It was McDonagh’s passionate spirit of
adoration which made him a poet; his love for his country which

made him seal his poetry with his blood.” Has a man’s love for his
country, and adoration of his God ever been considered a crime?

Does crime go hand in hand with love of God?
Do we know of any crime or shame or wickedness in the lives
of Joseph Plunkett or of F. S. Sheffington? There is none, unless
they, too, be convicted of love of country and of God. As for Sir
Roger Casement, it is enough to his name that this, a leading power
of the world, should be moved to protest against his death. And so
we go to the end of the list of martyrs, and we find there a name
emblazoned in letters of purest patriotism,—Patrick H. Pearse. The

account of his death is not one described of a criminal. Listen, my
friends, to his last letter,—a letter to his mother. “I have just received Holy Communion, mother. I am happy, except from the
great grief of parting from you. This is the death I should have
asked, if God had given me the choice of all deaths,—to die a soldier’s

death for Ireland and for freedom,”—and so on to the close. “TI will
call to you in my heart, dear mother, at the last moment.” And so
he died.
These were the men who died for Ireland. Can anyone conceive such men to be instigators of a plot, having revenge or selfadvancement for its purpose?

If this state of Ohio, deprived of its

self-governing powers by the Federal Government, was taxed, or
about to be taxed for over a hundred million dollars more, when it
was already taxed to the utmost; if that government, after a series

of abuses through years and centuries, endeavored to send your sons
to war with a people with whom you had no quarrel, would you not
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resent it?

If certain of your fellow-citizens, animated by a lofty

spirit of self-sacrifice, died that such evils might not be, would you
call them scoundrels, reprobates, traitors? These are the things for

which those brave Irishmen died. Wall you deny the justice of their
cause? Listen! “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness.” Can you, in the face of these declarations,
deny these martyrs justice? No! We must conclude, my friends,
that as the soul of each of those men rose to heaven, the recording

angel, dipping his pen in liquid of purest gold, wrote these words:
“Died, in the year nineteen hundred and sixteen, for his Country and
his God.”

Capitalism in America
Josepu W. Hotrers, 19
N the present stage of development, the American people are
constantly looking forward to something new, regardless of
its consequences. They wish to overthrow our present of
capitalism, and in its place put municipal ownership. What
a high ideal!
If they could only realize the noble ideals of capitalism, and the
consequences of municipal ownership, they would place capitalism
so high that it would rule forever.
When we leave a country in the control of capitalism, we leave
it in the hands of men who know how to make a country prosperous.
What is making our own United States so prosperous? The answer

is, that it is controlled by capital.
On the other hand, take municipal ownership.

What is it?

It

is the business controlled by public officials. Its greatest drawbacks
are the lack of competition and its socialistic principles.

Think for one minute what this country would be were it to
embrace municipal ownership.

It would put aside that liberty for

which our forefathers fought, and put us in the same condition as
Russia is at the present day.
However, let me show you what capitalism represents. I shali |
ask you, what is making our United States the greatest financial centre of the world? The answer is very simple. It is capitalism.
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Capitalism means liberty and freedom to us, because it leaves
the control of the nation in capable hands. As long as we have capital controlling our nation, we will have prosperity and wealth. In
capitalism we find a safeguard against abuse. There is competition,
and wherever competition exists, we will find that the public receive
the best service.

Take, for instance, a city in which there are two

gas plants. The one will try to be more accommodating to the public than the other, because it wishes to hold its trade.

On the other

hand, take a city in which there is only one gas plant.

It will not

give the public service, because it knows that the public must come
to it. In other words, capitalism is a safe proposition, because capitalism watches capitalism.
However, we acknowledge that capitalism has its faults, but we
know them and can remedy them.

On the other hand, we do not

know what harm municipal ownership will do to this country, because it is something new for us.

But we do know what it has done

in the European countries.
The economist tells us that neither national nor local government should attempt that which can be done by individuals. True,
indeed, are these words. What would be the ambition of the average man if we had municipal ownership? His one hope and ambition would be to hold a public office:
Thus we see that municipal ownership takes all ambition from

a man to become a great financier.

He is constantly waiting for the

time when he will be high enough in politics to hold an office.
If these men were to obtain an office we would have men run-

ning our cities who know nothing about them.

Take, for instance,

a municipal electric plant. A man would be appointed to take charge
of it. Perhaps he has never seen the inside of a power plant. I ask
you, “Do you think he could run it on sound basis”? Absolutely no!

He would create a big debt for the city. The only way to cover this
debt would be to tax the people.
If the United States were to municipalize the street railways, gas
plants, electric works and telephones, this alone would increase the
debt of the United States one and a half billion dollars. This would
mean a large increase of tax upon our people. Thus, we see that in
the end the people will have to suffer by paying more taxes.
Let us profit by the mistakes of other countries.

An illustration

of the ownership theory pushed to its maximum lengths may be obtained by looking at the large country of Russia. .In Russia we see

the absorption of industry by the government, and the municipality
is rapidly building an omnipotent state owner and a sole dispenser
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of all source of wealth, a state in which officialdom increases, and
multiplies, while those compelled to bear the burden find it more and
more difficult to earn their daily bread.
Russia, in her present plight, affords a shining example of what

may befall a country which pursues state and municipal trading on
extensive and uncompromising lines.

We have only to look at the large debt of Russia.

In the preg-

ent war she cannot finance herself, and why not? It is due to her
persual of state and municipal trading. Municipal ownership, as we
see it in Russia, is autocratic and undemocratic.

Aristotle in the ancient times realized the absurdity of municipal
ownership in his reply to Plato’s socialistic proposals. “A maximum

number of owners involve a minimum of care for the joint property.
People pay most attention to their private concerns. For those they
have to share with others they care less, or, at any rate, only to the

extent to which each has a personal interest therein, for, apart from
all other considerations, they are apt to neglect such business, on

the supposition that some one else is attending to it, just as in domestic service the more servants you have the less efficiently the work is
generally done.”
If we were to ask a socialist his ideas concerning municipal ownership, he would boost it sky high. And why? some of you may ask.
For the very simple reason, that it is one of the great principles of

socialism. Are you leaving the so-called socialistic dreamers dictate
to you? If you favor municipal ownership you undoubtedly are, and
I am sure that none of you wish socialism to rule our country. However, this is what you blindly are doing if you favor municipal ownership. You are giving control to the socialists, and if they gain control they will show their true colors. It is needless to tell you what
would become of this country if socialism were to rule. Suffice it

to say that we could no longer boast of liberty and freedom.
Probably, the most talked of municipalization is that of the rail-

ways. The greatest system of railways in the world, that of the
United States, is owned by private companies. Mr. Bryan, on returning from Europe in 1903, introduced nationalization of railways

into his platform without informing any of the members of the Democratic party of his intentions. This brilliant inspiration helped to
destroy his chances for the presidency.

Summing up the municipal railway system, we find it one of
three situations. The first case is where they are profitable and their
profits are absorbed by the public treasury. In this case the inter-

ests of shippers and passengers are being sacrificed for those of the
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state. This is the case in Prussia.- The second case is where they
lose money, and the taxpayers make up the deficiency. Here the

interests of the taxpayers are being sacrificed to those of shippers
and passengers. This is the case in France and Russia.

Finally, the

third case is where the interest of the taxpayers, passengers and ship-

pers are sacrificed to the demands of employees.

In such a case the

railroad is being operated for the benefit of the employees and not
for that of general transportation. This condition appears more or
less in all state systems.
Thus, we see that municipal ownership is ideal. Beware of

material ideals in this fallible world! Municipal ownership is a siren
luring us to destruction.
Municipal ownership would be good: first, if a competent leader
for every industry could be obtained; second, if every leader would
be so honest that he would choose only capable men; third, if this
supply of capable honest men would only be large enough to fill the

demand.
However, municipal ownership has proved unsuccessful in the
European countries, Russia, England, France and Italy, and I ask
you, “Why should we try it?’ Why not profit by the mistakes of
these countries? The United States is too large a country for the
municipalities successfully to foreclose on public utilities and -hold

them as common properties.
Municipal ownership will become a burden to our citizens, especially to the taxpayers. If we accept it in this country it will fail as
it has done in Russia and the other European countries, and the result will be that the burden of debt will fall upon the citizens. While

on the other hand, if capitalism continues to rule this grand country
of ours, we will continue to be the greatest financial centre of the
world and the most prosperous and energetic race.

Capitalism may be called the sane and economic method of ruling a country. It is the case of the prosperity that is reigning among
you. You need not pay so large a tax as if we had municipal owner-

ship. You have better service from the railroads, electric plants, telephones and telegraphs. In other words, capitalism is for the good
of the people.
Capitalism has its faults, it is true, and capitalism matched
against capitalism will always unmask the faults of the others. Legis-

lation can be obtained from the state to protect the people against
any aggressions by capitalism. But can you expect that the state
will legislate against its own pet measures of municipal and_ state
ownership? Only the impractical idealist could dream this.
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Realizing, therefore, the evils of municipal and state ownership,
and the sane arguments for controlled capitalism, let us carry out
the precepts of the economist, that neither national nor local government should attempt that which can be done by individuals.

Joun B. Kiiyoran, 18
ID you ever watch a crowd of young lads and note how

they always followed a leader?

And did you ever take

note how that leader could sway the crowd with him,
be it for good or evil? Undoubtedly you have, and I
dare say many of you men here present this evening have been of
such crowds, and even, perhaps, that leader. In the words of a sage,

“No matter how old we become we are only grown-up children.”
Thus, I can say that the world, even with all its culture and knowledge, is but continually putting into practice the lesson learned in
youth, that of blindly following blind leaders.
Yet, using the words of the eminent Dr. Walsh: “Man is man,

mainly by his individuality, by his power to think for himself, and
do what he personally believes to be right.” Looking about us, we
wonder if man has given up that right. It would almost seem so, if
we judge from the actions of many.
Today, the success of a book, a play, and other things too numerous to mention, depends upon this blind following. If a play is
well received at one place, its success is assured, for the world will

receive it with open arms.
Such being the case, we have'‘a partial reason for the success of
many of our present day theatre attractions, but it does not explain

altogether the cause of the decline of our stage and screen.
The theatres, like the press, we find have become one of we

chief educators of the human race. They have the power like the
press to be the exponent of either good or evil. Sad to say, they
have deteriorated from their original high standard. Both the stage

and the screen have lately been the subject of much controversy
among serious thinking people, in an endeavor to discover, if pos-
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The reasons brought

forth have been many, and the blame has been placed at every con-

ceivable point.

Some have blamed the actors, others the exhibitors

and producers, more the directors and scenario writers, and still

more, the general public.
most plausible.

In my estimation, the latter reason is the

You ask me the reason? It is this. Immorality has been, and
in being encouraged and implanted in the hearts of children of the

present generation.

If you would have your home made beautiful,

you must first have beautiful conceptions. Likewise, if you will have
your stage and screen moral you must first be moral yourself.
Bear with me for a moment, while we take into consideration a

few facts. Have you ever compared the twentieth century youth with
those of fifty years previous? If you have, what is the result? You
will find that there is a vast difference between the two in favor of

the latter. First of all, you will find that many of the present young
generation are never permitted to work. Mother and father are very
well able to do all the work that is necessary. Consequently, if they
do not work, they must enjoy themselves. To do this, they must.
be given untold liberties. Automobiles must be had for moonlight
rides; picnics, parties, and suppers are attended, and given without

ever a thought of a chaperon.

They must be given plenty of money,

and possess clothes of the latest fashions.
eat food without the aid of mother, must
steady company. She must learn to dance
educated in all the popular shows, know

The young miss, able to
be allowed to entertain
the latest steps, be well
by sight that wonderful

Mary Pickford, and all the other movie actresses.

She must be

familiar with the contents of all the popular magazines and books.
In a word, she must be modern, as it is put, and be allowed to do:
as she pleases, which she usually does. This and more, my friends,
is her education.
If all this is not tending toward immorality, then I am sadly

mistaken.

With these proofs before us, is it any wonder that we

find the stage and screen so demoralizing?

Is it any wonder that

the theatres are daily playing to capacity houses, when mothers and
fathers sanction such actions in their children? It is madness to
suppose that anything else could be the cause for these actions but
the actions of the world at large. Their ideas of what strict morality

should be is far-fetched.

It is the general public that is at fault, for

it is the general public that is the leader in the selection of what the
stage and screen shall produce.

What about the streets of Dayton, or any other city for that mat-
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View the posters and signs, conspicuously decorating the lob-

bies of picture houses; observe the crowds, and then judge for yourself.

Glaring headlines announce the coming, or the now playing of
the most degrading type of pictures, and still you will find at every
performance a packed house, and among the pleasure seekers of lust

you will find children of tender age.
Ask the manager why he permits such pictures to be presented,
and he will tell you: “Why, man, that is the kind of a show the pub-

lic demands.

If I were to flash on my screen pictures absolutely

clean, I’d starve to death.’ And he does not stop giving the public
what they want as long as they demand it. By placing more signs

with more glaring headlines in front of his theatre as,—“Children
under sixteen not admitted,” “A great lesson in hygiene, endorsed
by the leading physicians of the country,” he proves to himself and

to the rest of the world the truth of his statement, rakes in the money,
and proceeds to book more of the same kind.
Yet, if you will enter and sit through one of these pictures, you
will find in large letters at the end of every reel,—“Passed by the
National Board of Censors,” a board that is composed of men and
women. One would think from the quality of the pictures, that the
board of censorship is too busy nowadays clipping European news
items to do any clipping on picture films.
With few exceptions, if you will visit a performance on the legitimate stage, so-called, you will find that the standard of plays there

produced are as low, if not lower, than those of the screen.

The

trend of all public amusement seems to be toward what is base.

The

vaudeville houses throughout the country offer as big headline at‘tractions the latest thing in dancing. These are given under the caption, art.

If it be art, then I have a misconception of what art is, and

all lexicographers must change their definition. Because society women in New York and elsewhere are employing these shameful performers to teach these so-called beautiful dances to themselves and
their daughters, does this necessarily make them art? You will find
very little of true art in vaudeville, so do not be misguided and think
all is art because a few are of that opinion. The performers of these
dances have made this their life work. The managers and owners of
theatres are not in the theatrical business for the good of their souls,

but for the money.

It is necessary, then, that they present these

dances in a manner to dispel any existing scruples that might be
inherent in the public mind.

The whole trouble with the people of today is that they lack a
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good sound seas knowledge of christian ethics, or possessing it,
they fail to put it in practice.
Not long ago, to be exact, last New Years Eve, I had occasion
to visit an aristocratic club in my home city. What I saw there that
night was a disgrace. Sitting at tables, most attractively decorated,

were many members of the representative families of the town; others
were dancing the latest dances or at least making the attempt. Would
you believe it possible, not to say the least, that parents and children

were here gathered, to insult the last hours of the dying year in a
night of debauchery and drunkenness? Had I not witnessed the fact
myself, I could not have believed it.

Too what depravity is the world

falling, when women will so lower their motherly dignity by falling
under the influence of liquor?

It is disgusting and considered most

repulsive to human society to see a man trying to wend his way along
the streets, when under the influence of that beverage.

Do these

people imagine that the crime is lessened when it is committed in
the privacy of a home or club? It is worse, if anything.
What can be said of mothers and fathers who set the example,
and permit their children to imitate them in their debauchery? Are
they imbued with a working knowledge of morality? I doubt it.
What is their idea of morality, of common decency? Yet, it is such
as these who give encouragement by their presence at improper

dances given under the caption, art.

It is such as these who crowd

the picture houses of our cities when anything is advertised as per-

taining to immorality; it is such as these that are daily assisting the
spread of that dread disease. They do not discourage their children
from visiting pictures, endorsed “by the leading physicians of the

country,” but rather encourage them, and flaunt that old wornout
excuse that it is “an education and a warning.”
Yea; it is a warning, a warning to others to shun such knowledge,

- knowing the curse that follows these patrons of such attractions.
They little realize the harm they are committing. If it is an education and a warning, why do we find our daily papers filled with accounts of murders, suicides, broken up homes and ostracised women?

You may* answer these questions as you will, my friends, but
if you do so with justice, you will agree with me that the world is
wicked. Answer them truthfully, and you will agree with me that
the general public is the greatest cause for the degeneration of the
stage and screen. If this crime wiil be remedied, it must be the gen-

eral public that will do it, and the only way to do this is for the public to purge itself of all uncleanness. It must become clean of heart
and rob the stage of all filthy lucre, by remaining away from such
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productions.

As long as the public clamors for immorality, so long

will it be presented.

We as American citizens, who claim for ourselves supreme civilization, are no better than savages, when we permit such things to

exist.

Such things are but the highway to a nation’s fall.

By such

things fell Rome.

I appeal to each and every one of you who hear me, to do your
part in a crusade for clean living. We want our stage and screen to
be what it was intended for,—an educator to noble ideals, not for

amusing the immoral inebriate.

To do this we must possess noble

ideals, ourselves. Eradicate all that is base and ignoble in your own
little community. Inspire goodness and purity in your children.
Teach them what is right and wrong, yourselves, rather than let
present-day customs do it for you. Let the next generation know
nothing of our shameful misdeeds, but inspire them that they may
consider purity of life, of action, of thought, God’s precious gift, and
the stage and the screen the educator of an educated people.

“ Georgia
a

Dean McFarann, 718

HRISTOPHER Columbus, that wonderful personality of
Italian dignity, who stood upon the confines between
mediaeval and modern times, conceiving and carrying

out a plan which spanned the ocean and doubled the
world, gave us a newer and brighter land where all might worship
in peace. In it there were to be no grasping Henrys, no blood-thirsty

Elizabeths, but only the spirit of freedom and tolerance.
Yes; my friends this was not only the designs of a Columbus,

but these are the sentiments embodied within that very Constitution
of ours, bearing. the signature of a stately Adams, of a famous Jefferson, and an ingenious Carrol. May I ask you, “Has this constitution fulfilled its promise?’ Ah! my head droops in shame when I
must answer, “No!” And, ’tis you, fair Georgia, who causes my

cheeks to flush, and why?
The Know-Nothings of the century past at least termed them-

selves rightly, but today we are attacked by the Guardians of Liberty; to our nostrils is wafted the filth of that journalistic character
assassin, the Menace, and nature calls Tom Watson a man.
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In the year just past, statistics, mark, I say statistics, prove that
nearly one-half the lynchings of these United States occurred within
your freedom-loving, your liberty-boasting domains, O Georgia!
Your legislature recently enacted laws preventing wild animals from
running at large, but at the murderers, the assassins of these accused
criminals, she merely scoffed, implying it was her privilege. But, my
friends, there is a divine tribunal above, where justice receives a hearing. And you can boast of such a glorious educational record, in fact
so glorious that in seven counties forty per cent of the white citizens

cannot read or write. Yes; the white citizens! In five counties every
other person cannot read or write, and in twenty-seven counties over
thirty per cent of the whites are deficient in these two minor branches

of learning.
It must be a wonderful thing to be an educated man in a community like this. Perhaps Georgia crowns its college graduate as a
god or a being of a supernatural order. Imagine how popular is the
man who can read, for when the weekly sheets of a Watson arrive,

‘tis he who must announce the tidings of their apostle.

Wuth open

ears, and minds (if they have any) prejudiced, the gospel of discord
spreads as wild flowers amongst them. Truly, this is a wonderful
land in which to live, to move, and to die.

Not satisfied to blacken the reputation of a defenseless Jew, to,
condemn him to be hanged by the processes of law, an angry mob
tied the noose at midnight, after presumably stealing him from a

state prison. A horrible crime for innocent blood to be sacrificed to
the fury of a mob! Thank God, that retiring governor had the
strength of manhood, and of politics to alter the death sentence,
thereby freeing the state from the crime.
If these falsehoods of the Menace were contrasted with the solid
histories of a Washington Irving, of the Italian Tarducci, and the

chronicler Las Cassas, the result to Watson would be what direct light
is to bacteria, the death-blow.

Perchance, the voters would like to

change the name of the city, Columbus, to a more appetizing one,
such as Veasey.
Who first abolished slavery? Who covered poverty with a seal

of dignity?

It was Catholicism stretching forth from the pillars of

a rock-bound church. The
she who caused justice to
language, furnished -a new
civilization to the real arts,

hospitals speak of her charity, and it was
have a hearing. She created a religious
and exact calendar, opened the doors of
and placed society upon a firm basis, and

yet you call hers the progress of the “dark ages.”

Fair Georgia,
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do you think that you can defy the Catholic church, with her triumphs, her victories and her progress?
Once Northern Africa could defy Ancient Rome, but then she

was Catholic.

Once Asia sent the great men from the Orient.

too, was Catholic.

But where stand these countries now?

France! That sainted Louis and his successors were hers.
led in every noble enterprise.

She,

Behold

She then

But the day came when her glory

dwindled. Fame rejected the sons and daughters of noble Frenchmen.
Her arms no longer rule a world; in her literature and wisdom where
she was once famous, now she is forgotten. And, may I ask you still
further, “Who were the greatest sculptor, the greatest painter, the

greatest architect, the greatest poet?’—‘“Michael Angelo, Raphael,
Bramante and Dante?” Did you know that they were Catholics?
Yes; dear sister state, you now have a reputation which will be
hard to outlive. You practice lynching; you killed Leo Frank; you
foster Watson’s sheet, and lastly, you passed that ignominious convent inspection bill of Veasey’s.
Why are we so indignant over the passage of such a bill? Whom

does it affect? Sisters and daughters of Catholic men ‘and women,
who have given riches for poverty to care for the sick, the orphan,
and to teach your children. Many of these Sisters left ideal homes
and surroundings for the love of the Infinite One, to bestow a loving mother’s care upon a homeless child. Why, dear sisters, you
should know that it is a crime to administer to the wants of the suf-

fering!
The man who assaults the honor of a woman is.a brute.

And

the man who assails the virtue of a Southern woman, whether in

homes or convents, never should be forgotten, but should be branded

for life, should receive naught else but scorn and indignation.

“No

man worthy of Southern manhood, whether Catholic, Protestant,

Jew or no religion, is there, but feels a blush of shame mount to his
cheek, as he hears the act of this legislature, which is vultured forth

against these beautiful and chaste women who are the perfect workmanship of an Almighty Creator, the true glory of angels, the rarest
miracles of each, and the sole wonders of the world.”
- Do the convents fear this inspection? No; indeed, my friends.
You are welcome now, as you always have been, to visit any part
of the church, the convent, the hospital or orphanage at any time
which conveniences you. But do you think we wish to have a Catholic convent classed with a penitentiary, a jail, a workhouse or a

saloon.
True, Georgia, you once had yellow fever!

Upon whom did you
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depend for help? Was it not the soothing, cooling hand of those
martyrs in black, the Sisters of Charity, who nursed the sick and
plague-stricken victims? When death and disease looked the nuns
ferers, did these angels hesitate?

Had Tom Watson been there, he,

too, like his ancestors, would have been nursed, without a murmur.

And this is their reward!

What a noble faculty of God’s, that His

Almightiness is not to be offended by the scoffs of mere humans!
Shame on you, Georgia!
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LAWRENCE MOoNTANUS

Apathy

There is too much apathy in many lines of legitimate endeavor today. ‘The apathy is due to laziness, on the one hand, or to lack of intelligent thought, on the other.
A few words on the latter cause of apathy is not amiss.

“The Extension” for May is a “Mexican Number.” “The Exponent” took the liberty to boost it in an editorial, and to call attention

to the Mexican situation in two of its articles. We were pleased to
find that a week after “The Exponent” came from the press that
“America,” the great Catholic weekly, gave a very strong statement

of the Mexican situation.

Probably the “America,” like “The Ex-

ponent,” received indignant letters from its readers, because it dared
to tell the truth about a situation in our neighboring republic which

reflects anything but credit for the way it was handled by a particular party in these United States.
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Catholic critics who write thus, indignant because their political
faith is assailed, are narrow in the extreme. Their only broad-mindedness shows itself when they leave anybody and everybody make

a doormat of them, throwing dirt and filth at the very sanctuary of
their religious faith. They champion theirpolitical faith, but stand
for the foulest slanders and grossest mismanagement of national

affairs, provided it is the only Church of Christ that is attacked.
They will defend the reputation of a political magistrate from the
very breath of accusation, but they will broad-mindedly stand for

desecration, sacrilege, and vile abuse against God’s anointed.

Verily

there is something radically wrong with these champions of iniquity.
Their minds are immature, purile. It is the only excuse we can offer

for the rantings we have read lately.
Military
Training

Military training is a reality at St. Mary College
today. Before any of the local high schools had
so much as discussed the introduction of military

training, the President of the College had secured a Military Instructor to begin work immediately after the return of the students from

the Easter vacation.
The present crisis, although impending for some time, brought

to light facts which few laymen realized as possible. The enthusiasm
caused by the first announcement of war quickly subsided. ‘The
people as a nation soon felt that great personal sacrifices would soon

fall to their lot. The poor, especially, in these days of H. C. L., feel
that the threatened war tax to make possible the billions needed to
carry on the war, will mean still greater hardships.

War by the United States will be carried out to a successful end.
The spirit of patriotism will prompt the American people to bear
up bravely under the personal sacrifices which war will cost them.

While it is doubtful that the “World War” will be brought to
an end for a few years, it is quite certain that the young generation,
like their forefathers in the Civil War, will have to do the brunt of
the fighting, while their elders will do their share at home in an
humbler way.
A number of St. Mary’s Old Boys have been under the colors
since the border trouble, and more will join the ranks. A number

of the present student-body will see service, perhaps, before many
months.
Let us all do our share. Let us bear up cheerfully under the

sacrifices that we may be called to make.

Do it for Old Glory!
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“T have no time” is a common excuse heard every
day.

Sometimes it comes: to jar us when some-

one who has hours to read novels offers the lame excuse to escape
doing something that would benefit the many. All of us, no matter what our station in life may be, will be brought face to face with
the problem of doing our mite to boost something or help somebody.
“T have no time” is out of tune with the harmony of life; it re-

veals a soul that is either embittered or selfish. If all men would
say “I have no time,’ what a cold world this would be, every man
living for himself. Think of the social work that would be left undone, the deeds of kindness unperformed, and the world made cold
and dreary becatise selfishness would keep men apart.
The men who find time are those already crowded with work.

Their capacity for work is unlimited. On the other hand, those who
say “I have no time,” are either too proud to confess their unfitness
to undertake anything of importance, or too lazy to do justa little

more that might help their fellow man.
College is a training school for character-building. Opportunities on all sides are offered where college students can help along in
more ways than one would imagine.

As young men, beware of con-

trating the habit of saying “I have no time.” Your fellow-students
about you who carry full classes find time for dramatics, oratory,
athletics, etc., and why cannot you do the same? Remember, whether
you are a mere boy or a young man, that the world about you

analyses it correctly. It means “I am too selfish to be interested,
too lazy to be active.” ~
Reputation

This evil of falsifying the purpose ot another’s ac-

tion, of adding a little of one’s own coloring to the
action itself, or, worse still, spreading stories that are known to be
untrue, is unworthy of a gentleman. There is nothing to be gained

by such low methods, for the “little world” that surrounds the wouldbe wrecker of reputations learns only too soon the story that is back
of the malicious attempts made, and measures the calibre of the
vicious mind that revels in low play unworthy of a gentleman.

True, at times these attempts are successful for a while.

But

“murder will out,” and the shafts sent forth to besmirch another’s

character return sooner or later as a boomerang to point out in that
“little world” the man back of the “dirty work.” That is why the
man of any “size” seldom bothers about the attacks made on his

character. He scorns to recognize the originator of the petty plots.
Strange to say, but it is none the less the workings of a Just
God, the “would-be” wrecker of reputations makes life miserable for
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himself. He lives in his “little world” of petty jealousy; worries
himself day and night planning his share of the devil’s work, and
as a rule fails in his purpose—that of blackening the character of
another. His innocent victim lives on, ignorant of the attempt made,

or if conscious of the underhand working of his enemy, is big enough
to smile and live on, leaving the evid-doer to ply his diabolic trade.
Young men of today would do well to learn a lesson. The habit
of blackening another’s reputation is easily acquired, especially if
one is unforunate in possessing a jealous disposition. Be magnanimous; congratulate your fellow student when he is successful, and
stifle the feelings of resentment that may creep into your breast when

another wins out or comes to the front.

Thus, with control over a

disposition that might otherwise lead you astray, you can take your
place in the battle of life, work for the betterment of society, satisfied

to feel that you are doing a man’s work in the uplift of humanity,
ever scorning to soil your hands in work that would besmirch the
character of another.

Raising

Muskingum

is successfully

raising

its $500,000

Funds

fund.
The lump of $100,000 was obtained through the
generous contributions of her alumni before the end of March, and
the college paper is still on with the campaign for the remainder. It
is the persistence of colleges today, and the methods they use, that

encourage us to keep at our friends and alumni to complete that
$3,000 Mechanical Engineering Fund. We.did not set a big sum as
our goal, and therefore, can not give up until the last dollar completes

the amount desired. The campaign for $3,000 is the smallest sum to
be raised in Ohio in any college campaign for funds.
It is wondérful to read of the generosity of alumni towards

their alma mater in some of our exchanges throughout the country.
It must be gratifying to them to meet with such appreciation. Muskingum has this to say to some of her “slackers”:
“Don’t leave the fate of your Alma Mater to the possibility of others
coming to her rescue. This will mean that she will sink. Have the satisfac-
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tion of knowing that you -have saved the day and assured the future of
Muskingum and its service to the world by sending your subscription today. The privilege is great.”

One of the methods to raise the $500,000 by Muskingum was
by holding banquets in different cities where the Muskingum alumni
gathered to hear a talk-on Muskingum and where one of the faculty
or officers of the alumni association solicited subscriptions. We followed with interest the story of alumni gatherings. They were all
well attended; there was no noticeable “sudden calls out of town,”

no “sudden attacks of illness, preventing attendance,” and in a word,
none of the usual hard-luck stories that we have been acquainted

with in our young life.
A New York

The New York Alumni of Mt. St. Mary’s at Em-

Alumni

mittsburg, Md., held the banquet of the New York

Banquet

Chapter at the Hotel McAlpin on January 3. Over

200 were present. Frank L. Devine, ’09, the secretary of the association sprung the following which was well received:
“T did not come here to make a speech.

But in view of the fact that

several others have spoken and that several more are prepared to speak, I
will say what has been in my mind for several years. The members of this
association are singularly deficient in their duty to Mount St. Mary’s. Every
one who has been graduated from the Mountain knows that he has a clearcut duty to assist in every possible way the college which gave him his early
training.

But, as a rule, these members spend most of their time at alumni

meetings telling neighbors of their great devotion to Mount St. Mary’s. One
is not assisting his college when he comes to an alumni dinner. He has a
duty to do more than this. He owes a debt to his college which can only
be repaid by rendering financial assistance at least once a year.
:
“T am fully aware of the fact that it is a radical departure from custom
for a speaker at a college dinner to upbraid the members of the Alumni
Asociation; but I believe that nothing can be accomplished until we open

our eyes to our duty. The members of this chapter are in a position to do
something for Mount St. Mary’s, and it only requires a little time and energy
to bring results. J therefore suggest that the New York alumni pledge themselves to donate $10,000 each year to the college.”

Wonderful! Congratulations, Alumni of Mt. St. Mary’s! Get
the bacteriologists to discover the germ of generosity. Examine the

blood of Frank L. Devine; you'll find it there.
There will be a big demand for it.

Prepare a serum.

The colleges in the land who

have trouble in raising necessary funds will be willing to pay an exorbitant price for that serum. Alumni will be willing to take it. The
cry! will be; “Ob! for a shot in the arm that my hand may have the strength to give generously to Alma Mater.”
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College
Endowments

the college.

St. Mary College has no endowment, which means,
St. Mary’s has no sum of money, the interest’ of
which is sufficient to pay the current expenses of

Non-Catholics fail to understand how a Catholic Col-

lege can exist without endowment. You, probably, know.
St. Mary College is run without any endowment because of the

fact that her faculty labor without remuneration.

Colleges, depend-

ing upon their endowment, because they must pay their teachers,

raised their endowment from alumni and friends.

St. Mary College

has never attempted to raise an endowment, although legislation in

Ohio will make it an imperative necessity.
Legislation, as planned today, will require an endowment of
$500,000 as one of the requirements to be met in order that a college
in Ohio will be recognized as a standard college and be permitted to

confer degrees.. Muskingum knows the law will be passed, and is
getting ready to meet the test. Its endowment at present is less
than $200,000, hence her campaign for the half-million. St. Mary
College will have to raise its half-million, toe, but the time does not
seem opportune, to say the least.

The following tabulated list bespeaks of anticipated loyalty at
the hands of the alumni of Ohio colleges:
Institution

Oberlin

Endowment

$2,532,442

Plant

Total Assets

$2,254,739 —s-$4,787,182

Campaign on

$3,000,000

Wooster,

1,277,564

1,343,032

2,620,597

1,000,000

Denison
Wittenberg

1,302,000
350,000

1,021,000
600,000

2,323,000
950,000

500,000
500,000

343,000
250,000
1,095,000

415,000
294,365.
839,700

758,000
544,365
2,400,000

500,000
150,000
600,000

Mount Union

316,000

584,000

900,000

750,000

Muskingum

194,769

170,847

365,616

500,000

Heidelberg
Otterbein
Ohio Wesleyan

Judging from the foregoing tabulation, the Alumni Editor feels
that, despite any criticism that his “money-talks” may have merited,

he has been very modest in his appeal for funds. How about it?
But just a word in closing. Won’t you drop us a line, and tell
us what you think about these money-chats?

It matters not whether

you contributed to that $3,000 Mechanical ‘Engineering Fund or not.
We'll be glad to hear from you, anyway.
to contribute your share soon.

Ralph
Baker, 712

We know you're going

NUGGETS
“Diddle” is located with the Star Coal and Cement
Co., of Dayton, Ohio, and makes a specialty of
handling black diamonds. He has practically quit
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basketball for good. His first reason was an injured knee, and the
second reason was that it interfered with business.
“Diddle” doesn’t believe in the motto, “If business interferes
with your pleasure, give up your business.” He is doing fine, and ts
holding down a responsible position. He called recently to “tip” us
off where we could land an out-of-town student.
Otto

Otto Behrer of the Class of °17 in Chemical En- ~

Behrer,. °17

gineering, successfully passed the Civil Service examination for the newly created position of City
Chemist for Dayton.
He was notified of his appointment in early
April.
Otto is well pleased with his work which consists in controling
the quality of Dayton’s food, and taking care of the city’s general
supplies. He is busy daily analyzing products that have the earmarks of not meeting the standard of Dayton’s idea. of what pure

food should be.
Arthur

Sergeant Arthur Zimmerman, Third Medical Corps,

Zimmerman, ’16

O. N. G., is back from the border, and is now re-

recruiting men at Memorial Hall. His position as
chemist at the Dayton Malleable Iron Co., is being held open for him
since last June.
“Art” is in good spirits, and looks the picture of health.
“Janus” Klein, or rather, “Lieutenant John Klein, who was likewise at the border, is now located at Fort Sheridan, Chicago, with
the Field Artilery.

Charles Shields is in the Cincinnati Cavalry, in line for promotion to lieutenancy on the regimental commander’s staff.
John F. Ohmer, Jr., is with the regular army, and is probably
near Cincinnati at the present time.
Francis C.
Canny, ’09
place in April.

Francis C. Canny, known today as “Representative’ Canny, has lined up to join the ranks of benedicts among the alumni. His wedding will take
Francis kindly gave his services as teacher of Ele-

mentary Law to the Freshmen Classes for three years. His services
were greatly appreciated by the College authorities. Charles Wahlen,
07, generously consented to take up the teaching of the classes of

law, after Representative Canny was obliged to give up teaching, in
order to take care of his work as a member of the State Legislature.

Albert J.

Another alumnus to choose the month of April to

Timmer, ’05

enter the state of wedded bliss is Albert Timmer,—
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according to the forecast in the papers.
invitation.

We hope Al sends un an

We have noticed Al’s activities with the Knights of Columbus
and elsewhere, as recorded in their paper,

as well as in the dailies,

but must say that we seldom lay our eyes on Al. Strange to say,
Al has forgotten to call at Alma Mater for quite a time, or to bring
any of his friends with him to see tlhe home of his education.
A
‘Complaint

Some of the Dayton alumni complain that they
know so few of the present professors. That may
be true, but whose fault is it? The writer knows
all the Dayton alumni, and must say, with truth, that some of the
local alumni did not visit Alma Mater for five and six years. In
fact, when the writer does see some of these strange faces, he is re-

minded that a primary or an election is at hand,—and naturally that
the “prodigal’ alumni have come “home” for the fatted calf,—sixty
or seventy votes that the College professors can produce.
Easter

Some of the Alumni have been asking why there

Home-coming
:

was no “Easter Home-coming.” ‘The answer is
this: ‘There was no request for one made to the

Board of Governors, nor was there any “Easter Home-coming”’ proposed by any member of the Board of Governors.”
,

College Notes
HIGHEST HONORS FOR MARCH
Collegiate Department
Senior Arts—Lawrence Montanus, 93; George Kinstle, 92.
Senior Engineering (Ch. E.)—Rob. Hummert, 94; Jos. Windbiel, 94.

Senior Engineering (E. E.)—Albert Krusling, 92; George Brennan, 91.
Junior Engineering (Ch. E.)—John Crowley, 96; John Roth, 95.
Junior Engineering (E. E.)—Leslie Porter, 94; Paul Stanton, 93.
Junior Engineering (M. E.)—Russel Garrison, 93.
s
Sophomore Arts—Law. Weber, 94; Dean McFarland, 93; Francis Heider, 93.

Sophomore Engineering—Joseph Schaefer, 94; Waldemar Schmidt, 94.
Freshman Arts—Daniel Collins, 92; Raymond Gorman, 90.
Freshman Engineering—E. Kessler, 93; C. Hochwalt, 91; W. Yackley, 91; W.
Boesch, 91.

High School Department.
Fourth High—Henry Weinert, 95; Walter Westendorf, 92.

Third High-A—Joseph Murphy, 95; Frank Elardo, 92.
Third High-B—Herbert Abel, 93; Joseph Flanagan, 86.
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Second High-A—Jos. Nilles, 94; Law. Menninger, 93; Alvin Rabe, 93.

Second High-B—Edwin Menker, 93; George Liszak, 93.
First High-A—Eugene Busch, 92; Harold Melia, 91.
First High-B—Joseph Lamoureux
95; Frank Bickford, 93.
First High-C—William Myers, 96; Norbert Westbrock, 94.

First High-D—Jos. Schwind, 95; R. Stengel, 94; Edwin Rohr, 93.
Business Department

Second Year—J. Fletcher, 98; C. Brunner, 94; J. Hackett, 94; E. Kuntz, 94.
First Year—Leon Ruder, 91; Raymond Kinney, 90.
Elementary Department
Eighth Grade—C. Petkewicz, 93; L. iKssling, 92; F. Gwinner, 92.
Seventh Grade—James Coffield, 93; Wesley Meyer, 93; Chas. Minnock, 93.
Sixth Grade—James Hatcher, 97; Victor Comer, 92; Thos. Doyle, 91.

Fifth Grade—L. Stuhldreher, 95; A. Rahe, 94; J. Keller, 92.
Dr. D. G. Reilly
_ Prizes for
Oratory

The Fifth Annual Contest for the “Dr. D. G. Reilly
Prizes for Oratory” was held Sunday, April 1. The first
prize of $30 in gold was won by Raymond Gorman of
Lima, Ohio; the second prize of $20 in gold, by Maxi-

milian von Mach of Detroit, Michigan, and the third prize of $10 in gold, by

Clifford Stuhlmueller of Hamilton, Ohio.
PROGRAM
MARCH—“The World in Arms”
ORATION—‘The Irish Rebellion”

ORATION—“Americanism”
MARCH—‘Washington Post”
/
ORATION—"Capitalism in America”
ORATION—“‘Defenseless America”

Daniel Collins, 719

Clifford Stuhlmueller, 718
Joseph W. Holters, 719
Raymond Gorman, 719

ORATION—“The American Young Man Today..Lawrence Montanns, 717
MARCH—“America First”
Losey
ORATION—“Political Corruption in America”....George R. Kinstle, *17
ORATION—‘Universal Military Training”’.... Maximilian von Mach, 18

VIOLIN SOLO—Selection”

Rehfeld
Intermission

MARCH-—“My: Dream of the U.S. A.”....-.....0 5.502222 00es
DECISION OF JUDGES

ee home Roth

Rev. James P. Ward, H. M. Waite, City Manager, Dr. F. C. Gray.
MARCH—‘Stars and Stripes Forever”
Soloist—Joseph Moosbrugger, 719
Music by S. M. C. Orchestra.
Lyceum

The seventh and last number of the Lyceum Lecture and

Lecture

Entertainment Course was the lecture by H. V. Adams,
entitled “Grapes of Gold.” The lecture was a splendid

message. While Mr. Adams did speak rapidly, those of the audience in the
rear of the hall, who were of the intellectual caliber to follow a high-class

lecture, were able to follow him after giving him a little attention.
4
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Next Season’s

The course for next season, beginning with a date in

Course

October, and continuing throughout the winter months,

will consist of seven excellent numbers. They are the
following: Swiss Yodelers (Quartet), Imperial Russian Quartet, Warwick
Male Quartet, Paluhni the Magician (a company), Noah Beilharz (new program), Lincoln Wirt, and Edwin Whitney.
The local committee is confident that the course next season will surpass anything presented on the college stage in the history of the lyceum
courses booked at the college these ‘past years.
Whether thy will satisfy
the entire student-body is naturally another question, for where there are

many, there are always different tastes
First High-C

The First High-C had two interesting issues of the Rolling C. St. Patrick issue was edited by Daniel McCarthy,
Daniel Ryan, Leonard Whelan, and Alvin Saettel, and the Athletic Number

was handled by Alvin Hegman, Harold Demann and John Campbell:
The new Class Officers are Perry Volino, President; Daniel McCarthy,
Vice President; William Myers, Secretary, and Norbert Westbrock, Treasurer.

Music Notes

The S. M. C. Student Orchestra made its first appearance at the second Elocution Contest, December 17, 1916.

February 14th the boys entertained the Rotarians during the dinner, at the
College. Their music was greatly appreciated judging from the lively applause and favorable comments.

Following is the program of the Annual Recital given by the College
Music Department at the College Hall, Sunday evening, March 18, 1917:
PART FIRST—‘Marche Militaire’—Schubert—S. M. C. Student Orchestra;

Piano,

“Immer

Unverzagt”—Sartorio—Edward

Gerlaugh;

Violin,

“Allegro and Andante” from Concerto No. 5-—Seitz—Norbert Westbrock:;
Piano, “Camp of Gypsies,’ Op. 424—Behr—James Coffield: Violin, Fantasie
“Long, Long Ago”—Harris—Raymond Westbrock; Piano, Air “Rosamunde”
Op. 142, No. 3--Schubert—Matthias Mackmull: Violin, “Air Varie”’ No. 6—.

Dancle—Raymond Helmig; Piano, “Longing for Home” —Jungmann—Edward
Dury; Cornet, Scottish Melody “Loch Lamond”—arr. Goldman—Wilbur Orth;
Piano, “Dance of the

Demons“—Holst—Oliver Pecord.

PART SECOND—Mazurka, “Czarine’—Ganne--S. M. C. Student Orchestra; Piano, “Mazurka” Op. 21, No. 1—Saint Saens—Lawrence Montanus;
Violin, “Concertino” No. 4, in G, Op. 8—-Huber—Herman Wittmann; “Meditation”—Morrison—S. M. C. Plectrum Club; Piano, “Marche Mignonne” Op.
15, No. 12—Poldini—Ludwig Virant; Violin, “Concerto” Op. 25—Rieding—
Howard Dynes; Piano, “Witches Dance”—MacDowell—George Kinstle; Violin, “Aair Varie” No. 7—DeBeriot—FEdwin Moosbrugger; March, “Aux

Armes”—Ortlepp—S. M. C. Student Orchestra.
Accompanists—Lawrence

Second High-B

Montanus

and

George ikKnstle.

The past month has been a very busy one in Second
High-B. In conformity with the spirit of Lent the mem-

bers of the class devoted a part of their pocket money to Peter’s Pence, so

much so that five dollars were given for this laudable purpose. An illustrated
lecture on the Life of Our Lord was attended by the class. This is the fifth
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of a series of illustrated lectures given to the Second High-B boys. As a practical application of the course in botany the class published the Arbor Day
Number of the Sibca. Besides being interesting it was also very practical.

The Apostolic School of Japan
FOURTH ENDOWMENT
Total cash on hand February 27, 1917
Contributions received since February 27, 1917:

A. Keiper, $1.00; Matthias J. Schuh, $5.00; John P. Daleiden, $5.00;
Michael Sieben, $3.00; Lawrence Daleiden, $2.00; Henry Frische, $2.00;

Mr. Bottschen, $1.00; Catharina Kuhn, $1.00; Eva Schreiber, $1.00;
Carolina Mueller, $1.00; Catharine Hambrecht, $1.00; Eva Wegner,
$1.00; Maria Merfy, $1.00; Gertrude Schaefer, $1.00; Clara Haefner,

$1.00; Josephine Jung, 50c; N. J. Schmitz, 25c; Mary Goldhammer,
25c; Margaret Kloempken, 50c; Angela Weiss, 50c; N. W. Resch,
$1.00; Margaret Smith. 50c; Matthias Kirbach, $1.00; Theresa Baier,
$1.00; Anna Resch, $1.00; Aloysius Resch, 20c; Henry Schade, 25c;
Theresa Lorenz, 30c; Mrs. Angela Neifing, $1.00; Miss Angela Neifing,

50c; Mary Neifing, 50c; Barbara Neifing, 50c; Eleanor Bott, $1.00;
Mary Hedin, 25c; Louisa Huber, $2.00; Aloys Walser, $1.00; Familie
Amann, $1.00; John E. Scherer, $1.00; Sale of Curios, $15.85; Adam

Meyer, $5.00; Theresa Baier, $5.00; Theresa Esterl, $2.00; Louis J.
Mueller, $2.00; Verena Reschy, $1.00;

Marianna

Free, $1.00;

Math.

& Johanna Hill, $1.00; Valentine Kerpen, $1.00; Margareta Kohnen,
$1.00; Josephine Vering, 50c; James Lauer, 25c; Anna Fiedler, 10c;.
Susanna

Himmes,

50c; Anna

Mimmes,

50c;

Mary Reis, 50c; Julia

Jacobs, 35c; Mary Schiller, 50c; Ottilia Buettgen, 50c; Elizabeth Mueller, 20c; Anna Miller, 50c;

Susanna Zey, $1.00; Anna Resch, $1.00;

Anna Kauss, $1.00; Marianna Kathrein, $1.00; Mrs. Peter Hotton,
50c; Susanna Woodburn, 50c; Amalia Tripp, 50c; Anna Weishan, 50c;
Gertrude Kalvelage, 25c; Regina Kalter, 25c: Anna Falkenberg, 25c.
Total cash
Sree
ee

89.00

$1,093 53

Athletic Notes
a)
VARSITY NOTES
There were no Athletic Notes on Varsity teams handed in by the Exponent sport writer this month. This, combined with the fact that none of

the managers of varsity athletics turned in any material, results in there being no Varsity Notes for this month.
We will endeavor to hurry up the sport writer next month, and give
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the managers of the different departments of athletics “a shot in the arm’
to make them realize that it is up to them to get publicity.

2

The May Number will contain a review of the Basketball Season, the
prospects for Baseball and Track, and a story of Military Training at St.
Mary’s. Ye managers, get busy with your dope! Don’t make us take it
from you.

HIGH SCHOOL TEAM
Continuing their winning .streak, the High School team proved conclusively that they had the class and were here to stay.
St. Mary’s Hi—22 ‘Traveling under difficulties and playing on a floor little
Centerville—14

suited for basketball, the Jumpers showed the folks down

Centerville-a thing or two about basketball. They showed
the never-say-die spirit and how to guard. The game was fast and furious
and both teams played their level best. However, the High School lads were
too much for the farmer boys. Sullivan was easily the star for the high
school lads, scoring fourteen points.

St. Mary’s Hi—20
Stivers Contin—27

Playing hard and fast ball from start to finish the Jumpers failed to down the Contin lads. At the end of the
first half the team was ahead but our boys could not keep

the pace set by the huskier Contin lads during the second half.

Gilvary

sparkled for the Saint lads, putting in two ringers of the sensational kind
and playing a heady game.

St. Mary’s Hi—45
Arcanum—10

Expecting a hard game the Saint High lads were disappointed by the showing the Arcanum quintet made. The
pass work and shooting of the Jumpers was high-class.
Elardo played a stellar game, scoring sixteen points for our boys.

St. Mary’s Hi—36
St. Raphael’s—4

The lads from St. Raphael’s High School, Springfield,
took us by surprise and we in turn surprised them. Coming quietly to Dayton and playing the Jumpers after
school it looked more like a practice game than a regular contest. The guarding of the locals was so close that the Raphaelites scored one, whole, entire,
complete field goal. Captain Grote led his team in scoring with sixteen points.
St. Mary’s Hi—29 At last. After three attempts the high school lads acStivers Contin—25 complished their fondest ambition. Determined to close
a successful season by doing what the team last year
failed to do, the Jumpers played the game of their life. The game was nip

and tuck and the score see-sawed, once in favor of the Contins and then in
favor of the High School lads. The guarding of Gilvary and Maloney was
responsible for the low score of the Contins. Time and again they blocked

throws that would have added two points to the opponents’ score. ‘Three
minutes before the end and with the score against them Berghoff was substituted for Elardo and the Jumpers took a brace and pulled the game out of

the fire and put it on ice.. The team played a great game and deserved to win.
Coach Little of Miami University, who refereed the game, complimented the
boys after the game on their fine showing. Really it was some game.
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Lookin’ It Over

The season passed, placed the High School team where
'

it belongs, on the pedestal. Starting late and with the
misgivings of many, the players practiced faithfully, played their best at all
times and convinced every one that the Jumpers were some team. Monograms were awarded to Captain Grote, Charles Sullivan, Stephen Maloney,
Frank Elardo, Joseph Gilvary, Edward Berghoff, Frank Kubkowski and Ed-

ward Dwyer. Charlie Sullivan was elected captain of next year’s team and
here’s hoping he will start early and have a great season.

WILKIE NEWS COMPANY
27 WEST FIFTH STREET

DAYTON, OHIO

Headquarters Scientific and Technical Books
Published by Munn & Co., publishers of Scientific American; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

publishers American Machinist; Industria] Press, publishers of Machinery, also Van Nostrand, Norman W. Henley, and Drake publications.
Out of Town Newspapers and Magazines.

Bunte Candies

Circulating Library

City, Auto, and Railsoad Maps.

Base Ball Score Cards

: The F. A. Requarth Co.
MILL WORK, LUMBER
and BUILDING MATERIAL
Monument Ave. and Sears St.

Both Phones

The TRUAX HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to GEORGE GRABEDINKLE
307 to 311 Wayne Avenue
HARDWARE, PUMPS, SEEDS, PAINTS, CARPENTERS’ TOOLS
AND BUILDERS’ HARDWARE
Also Sole Agents for

=
?

:

The Olt Brewing Co.
Olt’s Cream Ale
Has Gained Public Favor on Account of
SUPERB TONIC PROPERTIES

‘Superba Beer’?
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional
Quality
— Once Used, Always Desired

Phones:

Bell 860

Home 2164 and 2174

*
Just say—‘Exponent”’ and please our advertisers
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COLE’S HOT BLAST STOVES AND RANGES
Let Us Demonstrate the Quality of These Stoves

Manicuring

Bell Phone Main 3191

The Annex Barber Shop
ROGERS & PATTEN

Visit Our Big New Home

123-125 East Third St.
Everything in

Tools

Machinery

36 Ludlow Street Arcade
Rearo. D. C. & P.and D. & X.
Traction Office

THE SHOP FOR SERVICE

Dayton, Ohio

Supplies

The Patterson
Tool & Supply Co.

The John A. Murphy Co, Ideal Dairy Lunch

COAL

118 S. Main Street

ASHLAND SOLVAY

Is the place to

COKE

EAT

The fuel without a fault

Main Office, 224 S. Ludlow St.
Old Reliable S. M. C. Boys Buy

Adam Deger’s
Cakes and
Confections
Brown Street and Union Avenue
Chas. W. Schaeffer
Geo. H. Gengnagel

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

Schaeffer, Gengnagel & Co,
Jobbers and Retailers of

COAL

Bell 888

Home 8828

McDERMOTT & CLEMENS
FINE
PLUMBING
Broomell’s Vapor System of Heating
a Specialty for Residences,
Schools and Churches.
23 N. Jefferson St.

Dayton, Ohio

Buckeye
Barbers Supply Co.
Is the place to buy Razors, Strops,
Hair Tonic, Toilet Waters, Perfumes,
Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,

Combs, Etc.

Sewer Pipe, Building Material
Portland and Hydraulic Cement

No. 214 East Third Street

812 to 828 E. First St., Dayton, Ohio

Opp. Public Library

CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

Just say—“Exponent” and piease our advertisers

THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS CoO.
Dealers in a Full Line of All Kinds of

Meats, Lard and Provisions
If You Want the Best, Use Focke’s

Free Delivery to All Parts of the City
Phones:

Bell, East 132 and 133; Home 2305

1004-1006 E. Fifth Street.

Packing House: East Springfield St.

Why Not You?
ALL S. M. C. STUDENTS RELISH

ICE CREAM
Made by

THE SWARTZEL ICE CREAM COMPANY
23-25 WEST FOURTH STREET
~% -o-

Leonard B. Witte

Joseph H. Tegenkamp

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE
Dealers in

Prayer Books, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Etc.
Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,

Charcoal, Tapers, Ete.

411 E. Fifth St.

Mission Supplies.

Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO

@ -0--0--0- @+-4- 6-0

ZONAR’S CANDIES
Are Wholesome, Pure and Delicious

The Finest Ice Cream in Dayton
20 South Main Street

4 East Third Street
@ 0:+020
+++0+ 0++0--0+-0+ @--0--0-

Fifth and Ludlow Streets

140 South Main Street
:

Just say—“Exponent”’ and please our advertisers

Health and Happiness
ARE HABITUAL WITH THOSE WHO DRINK
HOLLENCAMP’S
BEER
REGULARLY

HEALTH—Because Hollencamp’s “Golden Glow” Beer
is wholesome and nutritious.

HAPPINESS—Because it is
refreshing, palatable, and a

chaser of tired feeling of either
body or mind

BOTH PHONES

Tell the ““Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

KOO

(Independent) Brewing Co.

Ce ee ee

HOLLENCAMP'’S

eOre

Have us send you a case. Before it is gone you will
already have begun to feel its beneficial effects

Business Solicttation—
Please see us for your future wants

Tailors, Clothiers, Hats and Haberdashing
Yours truly,

THE HOLLENCAMP SONS Co.
Established 1873

DAYTON, OHIO

LOUIS RAUSCH

HARRY SCHMITZ

HOME PHONE 5666

The

Bakery

Bread and Fancy Cakes
1211 Xenia Avenue

Lily Brew
The embodiment of QUALITY
and PURITY
Its delicious taste.
Its mild and exquisite flavor has
made it the People’s favorite

BEER.

Dee Bee
Cream Ale
A substantial and wholesome
nourishment—A _health-giving
tonic

for

the

tired,

worn-out

system.

On draught at all bars

Sold only in Bottles
Order a

Case for

Home Use

Case

Orders

Promptly

The Dayton Breweries Co.
DAYTON, OHIO

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Filled

~

The William Hall
Electric Company
SUPPLIES

AND

CONSTRUCTION

118 West Fourth Street
DAYTON, OHIO

Bernhard Bros.
Blends Guune”
Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.
Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You
cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market. Ask your grocer.

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts.

Dayton, O.

Herman Soehner
Sole Agent

CARLAND
STOVES
Roofing and Spouting
General Jobbing

112 South Jefferson Street
Be sure and ask for

THE

John T. Barlow Co.

Dayton Ice Cream
Absolutely Pure and Wholesome

Wholesale

Manufactured by

DRY GOODS
and NOTIONS

Dayton

Third and Sears Streets, Dayton, Ohio
Home Phone 2688

Bell Phone 688

THE DAYTON LUMBER AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Lumber
Lath and Shingles
Manufacturers of
Doors, Sash, Blinds and All Kinds of
Mill Work

Ice Cream and Dairy
Company
Perfection Butter is the Best

Young Man
If there is anything new in
Hats and Caps, we have it.

Hamiel Hat Co.
Exclusive $l and
$2 Hatters
for Men, Young Men & Boys
Corner Fifth and Ludlow Streets

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured only by

THE DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

For dress Wwe suggest
that “nifty” English shoe,
made with a moderate toe.

Not built on EXTREMES
but built to FIT the foot.

FERNEDING SHOE STORE
42 East Third Street

25 Perrine St.
DAYTON, OHIO
Bell Phone 3893

Interior Decorators

Whose Ad will be here

in May?

PROFESSIONAL PAGE
oor
|

A GOOD WORD—
Is Heard on Every Side About Our “Sepia Portraits”

The Leeser Studio
Successors to the Bowersox Studio

137 Canby Building

Dayton, Ohio

Twenty-five Years from Now
You will wonder just how you looked when in

college, young and full of vigor.

We can furnish

you a copy of your likeness that will please you.

SMITH BROS., Photographers
18 EAST FOURTH STREET

F.C. Canny, 0 C. W. Whalen. 7 | Bhan Westbrock
UNDERTAKER
Ph
=
Res.
Canny. & Whalen Offi
fice Phones
es,Ph
Phones::
Attorneys-at-Law

e
1012-1013 U. B. Building
Bell Main 2774.

DAYTON, OHIO
Just say—“Exponent

Home—2485

Home—4142

Automobile Funerals

a Specialty

Rates for Automobile Corteges Given
on Application
ind please our advertisers

PROFESSIONAL PAGE

DR. F. S. KELLER
Dentist
4-5-6 Lyric Theatre Building
Home Phone 5522

Bell Phone, Main 989

Bell Main 1429

Home 4839

Albert Pretzinger—Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building

DAYTON, OHIO

Residence Phone—Main 7701

Office Phone—Main 6050

DR. O. B. KNEISLY
Dental Surgeon

1107 CONOVER BUILDING
O. S. & S. O. HOME, XENIA, OHIO
Monday and Thursday, 9 a. m.-5 p. m.

ST. ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
Tuesday and Friday 11-12 a.m.

MAIN OFFICE—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, 8:30-11 a. m.—1-5 p. m.
Sunday, 9:30:11:30 a. m.

DR. LEON DEGER
Dentist
227 South Jefferson Street
PIR aS ys
Opposite ‘‘Majestic

Graduate of
ST. MARY COLLEGE, ’10
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, °16

Ready Money
‘John, it’s an opportunity.”’
‘But I can’t take it.

I haven’t the money.’’

Like many others, John has been working all his life
—Earning but Spending.

His opportunity came but

he was unable to grasp it—he should have saved.
Are you John?
What if your opportunity came tomorrow, next week
or next year—would you be ready? Get ready now.

Ask us to show you the easy way—a Savings Account.

The Dayton Savings 6 Trust Co.
108 South Main Street

Now is
a good time to begin to advertise

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

The McCabe-Shepherd-Coe Co.
GP; Metahe Pres.

Jane Coe Gardner, V. Pres.

Bruce C. Shepherd, Sec’y-Treas.

SECOND FLOOR, REIBOLD BUILDING
Phones:

Bell 526, Home 4728 and 6665

‘Representing Leading Fire, Casualty and Bonding Companies
Prompt and experienced service in all Insurance lines

QUALITY
CUT RATE DRUGS

PRETZINGER
33 East Third Street

Mike A. Nipgen & Company
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in All Kinds of

WINES AND LIQUORS
Sole Owners of Nipgen’s Malt Rye
The Best for the Palate and Medicinal Purposes in the World.
Distributers of Sheboygan Mineral Water and World

Famous

Bell Phone 397.

Ginger Ale and
Home 2397.

Sunny
.

Brook

Whiskey.

136 E. THIRD STREET

Our Line of

Sporting Goods
Please the Athletes at St. Mary’s
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog.

The Draper & Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Bell Phone Main 413

;

Home Phone 2413

The Weakley & Worman Co.
Wholesale Grocers

DAYTON

500 East Third Street

The Cappel Furniture Co.
HOME FURNISHINGS

Furniture
Carpets, Stoves, Linoleum
Those who seek newer ideas, choice patterns or a
greater degree of exclusive designs, will do well to in-

spect our immense line of House Furnishings always
on display at prices lower than others dare to ask.
Largest in Ohio—Pioneer Credit House
South of Old Post-office

“The Wayne”

215-221 South Main St.

121-123-125 East Fifth St.

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in The Exponent

Prince’s Toric Lenses
Every Optician in town is ready to
serve you. But EYESIGHT is PRICELESS.
Right Glasses are important.
Will you place yourself in doubtful or
incompetent hands?
PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other houses no matter what they claim.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati
Without Calling On Us
And have your sight fitted
with a pair of PRINCE’S
Celebrated Toric Lenses.

Optician
108 W. Fourth St:.

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.

A. Janszen & Co.
Wholesale
Grocers

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Streets
101 to 117 East Second Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Just say—“Exponent” and please our advertisers

